
 common pediatric hip 
 disorder 

  developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH)

 types :

 complete dislocated 

 subluxation 

 dislocatable 

 Acetabular dysplasia 

 causes :  unknown multifactorial 

 hormonal 
 Relaxin

 oxytocin 

 familial  ligamentous laxity disease 

 genetic 
 female

 twin 

 Mechanical 

 risk factors :

 family history 

 female

 frank breech

 first born 

 left hip

 oligohydramnios 

 abnormality like :

 knee deformities 

 foot deformities 

 torticollis 

 Clinical examination :

 Look :

 external rotation 

 shortening  bc upward dislocation 

 asymmetry skin folds 

 Lateralized contour 

 Move :  limited hip abduction because adductor spasm 

 special tests:

 Glaleazzi test  this test  is to check shortening of tibia and femur  

 Ortolani, Barlow test  < 6 months 

 we do these tests when patient can walk :
 trendelenburg sign 

 limping (waddling gait if bilateral)

 investigations:

 0-3 months  ultrasound 

 >3 months

 pelvic X ray (abduction +AP) but after 6 months X ray 
 more reliable 

 what are the signs you will see on X ray :

 small  femoral head 

 shallow Acetabulum

 disrupted  shenton`s line 

 femoral head above horizontal line and lateral to 
 perpendicular line  

 treatment :

 birth- 6 months :       reduce + Pavlik harsness  

      6-12 months :  general anesthesia +closed reduction + Hip spica

      12-18 months :  general anesthesia +open reduction +Hip spica 

      18-24 months :  general anesthesia +open reduction +Hip spica 

      2- 8 years :
 general anesthesia+open reduction+Acetabiloplasty(
 advanced)+femoral shorteing + hip spica 

 complications :

 early osteoarthritis 

 leg length discrepancy 

 pelvic inequality 

 Slipped capital femoral epiphysis(SCFE)

 Where:  at level of growth plate 

 why: it could be 

 hormonal 

 metabolic 

 mechanical 

 obesity 

 Trauma 

 high risk patients :

 male 

 black

 obese 

 8-12 years old 

 usually patients come  because of painful limping 

 Clinical examination:

 hip in external rotation 

 decrease internal rotation 

 decrease abduction

 usually painful ROM 

 limping(painful)

 investigations:

 X-RAY

 pelvis
 early :could be normal or increase growth plate space

 late :slippage positive 

 knee

 Frog leg projection :Allows for better evaluation of the 
 femoral head and neck

 MRI 
 we do it if history and physical examination suggest SCFE 
 and X Ray normal

 Treatment :

 in situ pinning 

 protected weight bearing for 3-4 weeks then full weight 
 bearing 

 no sport for 6 months

 complications:

 early arthritis 

 leg length discrepancy 

 pelvic inequality

 early Lumber spine degeneration 

 femoral acetabular impingements 

 Perthes 

 where: at the level of head of femur 

 why :  decrease vascularity of head of femur 

 high risk patients:

 male 

 obese 

 4-8 years 

 clinical examinations: 

 decrease internal rotation 

 decrease abduction

 usually painful ROM 

 limping(painful)

 investigations:

 X Ray 
 pelvis decrease in head size (irregular shape)

 knee

 MRI
 we do it if history and physical examination suggest 
 Perthes and X Ray normal

 treatment : conservative

 NSAIDS

  limited weight bearing

 physical therapy 

 late complications :

 early arthritis 

 leg length discrepancy 

 early lumber spine degeneration

 pelvic inequality
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